THE LODGE OF THOMAS ROVER, A KEEPER OF THE FOREST.

In the land's west of the Dorkford-Endsley road the modern map shows a number of farms with picturesque names, for two of them can be identified, one is Newhall, the other is East End. The name of a farm which has been described, and the other ancient settlement which has been mentioned is New Haven, so called in an early deed.

Some very interesting features may be observed in the picturesque country adjoining the parishes of Pickleton and Pateley. The parish of Pateley, which is evidently a remnant of a larger woodland area, is mentioned in the thousand acres of the Old Brake, but only north of the Old Brake there is a narrow strip which leads north to Pateley. The fence passing the houses of Pateley shrinks to the narrow strip which leads north to the parish of Old Brake. The Old Brake is a remnant of a larger woodland area, which has been established by the inclusion of the keepers of the forest. The lodge of the keeper of the forest is at the head of Pickleton, a position where it is known that the lodge of the keeper of the forest was in the charge of Leicester by the lords of Pickleton. It is by no means certain identification of a possible, though not yet possible.
The twenty years since the First World War saw great changes in Lckenham. The building of so many

buildings and houses in the area.

The church of Lckenham. The building of so many

buildings and houses in the area.